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Quality 
Made in Germany
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Firmenportrait

For over 70 years we have been producing,  
AndreasBürsten in Aurich, brooms, brushes and 
cleaning aids for various trade forms. Our produc- 
tion is with state of the art CNC controlled high  
speed machines equipped so that we offer them 
consistent top quality at reasonable prices. 

The manufacturing capacity ranges from medium 
to large series. In addition to the self-made items 
“Made in Germany” the majority make up our pro-
duction range, other products are managed, which 
complement the delivery program. 

We regularly expand our program with newly devel-
oped, innovative products and are for your individual 
wishes and custom-made ideal contact person. 
Proximity to the customer remains our primary goal.
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Product features 

Contact

Packing unit in pieces

AndreasBürsten GmbH

Am Kirchdorfer Moor 12
D-26605 Aurich

Tel:  +49 (0) 49 41 34 76 
Fax: +49 (0) 49 41 64 541

info@buersten.de  
www.buersten.de

i
Printed brooms & brushes

We are happy to print your brooms and 
brushes individually with your logo.
Just ask!

Examples:
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Floor broom, Coco Note

2037 28 cm, red lacquered, hole: metal  thread 20

2077 28 cm, with saddle, straight hole 23 mm 20

2087 30 cm, with saddle, straight hole 23 mm 15

2117 40 cm,  with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2127 50 cm,  with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2137 60 cm,  with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 15

2207 28 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2217 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2227 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2237 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

Floor broom, Coco Note

2167 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2177 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2307 28 cm, with 4 holes  strong hold 20

2317 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2327 50 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2337 60 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2367 80 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2377 100 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

Floor broom, Arenga Note

2028 28 cm, with saddle, straight hole 23 mm 20

2018 30 cm, with saddle, straight hole 23 mm 15

2038 40 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2048 50 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2058 60 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 15

2228 28 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2088 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2068 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2098 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

Floor broom, Arenga Note

2118 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2128 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2308 28 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 20

2338 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2348 50 cm, with 4 holes  strong hold 12

2358 60 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2318 80 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2328 100 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2037
2077
2087
2117
2127
2137

2207
2217
2227
2237

2167
2177

2307
2317
2327
2337
2367
2377

2028
2018
2038
2048
2058

2228
2088
2068
2098

2118
2128 2308

2338
2348
2358
2318
2328

i
All with the quick-fix holder
mounted brooms are also available 
with metal handle holder.
 
Add article number + the 1 at the end 
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Floor broom, Elaston red Note

2095 40 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2105 50 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2115 60 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2155 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2165 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2175 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2185 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2195 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2395 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2305 50 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2315 60 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2375 80 cm, with 4 hole,  strong hold 12

2385 100 cm, with 4 holes,  strong hold 12

Floor broom, Arenga/Elaston, red, mix Note

2825 40 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2835 50 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2845 60 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2225 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2235 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2245 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2955 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2965 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2325 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2335 50 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2345 60 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2355 80 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

2365 100 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 12

Floor broom, Synthetic hair Note

1015 28 cm,with saddle, straight hole 23 mm 10

2010 40 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2020 50 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2030 60 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2015 28 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2060 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2070 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2080 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

Floor broom, Synthetic hair Note

2040 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2050 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2415 28 cm, with 4 hole,  strong hold 20

2310 40 cm, with 4 holes,strong hold 15

2320 50 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2330 60 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2340 80 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2350 100 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2095
2105
2115

2155
2165
2175

2185
2195

2395
2305
2315
2375
2385

2825
2835
2845

2225
2235
2245

2955
2965

2325
2335
2345
2355
2365

1015
2010
2020
2030

2015
2060
2070
2080

2040
2050

2415
2310
2320
2330
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Floor broom, Natural hair Note

1025 28 cm  with saddle, straight hole 23 mm 10

2022 40 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2032 50 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2042 60 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2025 28 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2072 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2082 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2092 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

 Floor broom, Arenga/PPN white mix Note

0124 28 cm,flat, straight hole 23 mm 12

2124 40 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2134 50 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2144 60 cm, with saddle, oblique hole 23 mm 12

2125 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2135 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2145 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2205 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2215 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

Floor broom, Elaston neon green Note

2655 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2665 50 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2675 60 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

2685 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2795 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

Garden/Allweather broom, Elaston green Note

2156 40 cm, metal scaping edge, metal holder 24 mm 8

1025
2022
2032
2042

2052
2062

2025
2072
2082
2092

2302
2322
2332
2342
2352
2362

2125
2135
2145

0124
2124
2134
2144

2205
2215

2655
2665
2675

2156

2685
2795

Floor broom, Natural hair Note

2052 80 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2062 100 cm, with metal handle holder 24 mm 10

2302 28 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 20

2322 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2332 50 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2342 60 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2352 80 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15

2362 100 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 15
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Road broom, Elaston red Note

0054 29 cm, flat, with hole 23 mm 10

0084 32 cm, flat, with hole 23 mm 10

0104 40 cm, flat, with hole 23 mm 10

0174 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 10

0204 32 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0064 40 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0074 50 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0114 60 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0054
0084
0104

0174 0204
0064
0074
0114

0085
0075
0115

Road broom, Bahia/Elaston red, mix Note

0083 32 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm, 10

0093 40 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm, 10

Profi road broom, Elaston black Note

0094 32 cm,saddle, hole 23 mm, long strong bristles 10

0164 40 cm,saddle, hole 23 mm, long strong bristles 10

Road broom, strong natural fibre Note

0011 29 cm, flat, hole 23 mm 10

0041 32 cm, flat, hole 23 mm 10

0061 40 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0071 50 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0081 60 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

Road broom, Bahia natural Note

0013 29 cm, flat, hole 23 mm 10

0023 32 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0043 40 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0053 50 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0063 60 cm, with saddle, hole 23 mm 10

0094
0164

0013
0023
0043
0053

0083
0093

0011
0041

0061
0071
0081

Road broom, Elaston red Note

0085 40 cm saddle, 1,6 mm  strength, 23 mm hole 
"Bauernlob"

10

0075 50 cm saddle, 1,6 mm  strength, 23 mm hole 
"Bauernlob"

10

0115 60 cm saddle, 1,6 mm  strength, 23 mm hole 
"Bauernlob"

10

Industrial Supplies
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Hand brush, Arenga Note

2078 28 cm, wood nature 30

2178 43 cm, wood nature 30

2148 60 cm, wood nature 30

Hand brush, Elaston red Note

2075 28 cm, wood nature 30

2085 43 cm, wood nature 30

2055 60 cm, wood nature 30

Hand brush, Elaston neon green Note

2875 28 cm, wood nature 30

2885 43 cm, wood nature 30

Hand brush, Arenga/Elaston red mix Note

2065 28 cm, wood nature 30

2045 43 cm, wood nature 30

Hand brush, synthetic hair, black Note

1115 28 cm, wood nature 30

2110 43 cm, wood nature 30

2120 60 cm, wood nature 30

Hand brush, natural hair Note

1125 28 cm, wood nature 30

2102 43 cm, wood nature 30

2012 60 cm, wood nature 30

2075

1115 2110 2120

2085 2055

2078

2875 2885

21482178

Greater scrubber, 40 cm, Union-mix Note

3245 with hole 23 mm 25

3275 with quick solid plastic holder 15

3345  with 4 holes, strong hold 25

1125 2102 2012

2065 2045

3245 3275 3345

Hand brush, Coco Note

2147 28 cm, red lacquered 30

2097 28 cm, wood nature 30

2187 43 cm, wood nature 30

2157 60 cm, wood nature 30

2147 2097 2187 2157
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Greater scrubber, 40 cm, beige synthetic 
fibre Note

3247 saddle, with hole 23 mm Ø 25

3267 with Quick solid plastic holder 15

3347 with 4 holes, strong hold 25

Scrubbing brush, 22 cm, beige synthetic 
fibre Note

3037 without beard, without thread 20

3047 without beard, german metal thread 20

3057 with beard, without thread 20

3067 with beard, german metal thread 20

3077 with beard, Quick solid plastic holder 25

3357 with beard, with 4 holes, strong hold 20

Greater scrubber, 40 cm, tampico fibre Note

3249 saddle, with hole 23 mm Ø 25

3269 with Quick solid plastic holder 15

3349 with 4 holes, strong hold 25

Scrubbing brush, 22 cm, tampico fibre Note

3039 without beard, without thread 20

3049 without beard, german metal thread 20

3059 with beard, without thread 20

3069 with beard, german metal thread 20

3079 with beard, Quick solid plastic holder 25

3359 with beard, with 4 holes, strong hold 20

Scrubbing brush, 22 cm, union-mix Note

3035 without beard, without thread 20

3045 without beard, german metal thread 20

3055 with beard, without thread 20

3065 with beard, german metal thread 20

3075 with beard, Quick solid plastic holder 25

3355 with beard, with 4 holes, strong hold 20

3035 3045 3055

3065 3075 3355

3249

3247 3267 3347

3269 3349

3039 3049 3059

3069 3079 3359

3037 3047 3057

3067 3077 3357

Industrial Supplies
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Scrubbing brush, 22 cm, Union-mix / 
Elaston red Note

3036 without thread, cut long, with hole 30

3336 Quick solid plastic holder, cut long 20

Greater scrubber, 40 cm, PPN white Note

3246 with hole 25

3196 Quick solid plastic holder 15

3356 with 4 holes, strong hold 25

Scrubbing brush, 22 cm, PP white Note

3016 without beard, without thread 20

3026 without beard, german metal thread 20

3056 with beard, without thread 20

3066 with beard, german metal thread 20

2108 plasticbody, assorted colours 10

3186 with beard, Quick solid plastic holder 25

3366 with beard, with 4 holes, strong hold 20

Wiping brush, Tampico fibre Note

3089 29 cm, without thread, with hole 30

3099 29 cm, with german metal thread 30

3149 30 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 30

3399 30 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 30

3229 40 cm, without thread, with hole 40

3239 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 20

3329 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 40

Wiping brush, Union-mix Note

3085 29 cm, without thread 30

3095 29 cm, with german metal thread 30

3175 30 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 30

3385 30 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 30

3235 40 cm, without thread 40

3185 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 20

3335 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 40

3016 30663026 3056

2108 3186 3366

3085
3095 3175

3185

3235
3385
3335

3089 3099 3149

3399 3229 3239

3329

3246

3036 3336

3196 3356
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Wiping brush, PPN white Note

3076 29 cm, without thread, with hole 30

3276 29 cm, with german metal thread 30

2208 28 cm, plastic body, assorted colours 10

3166 30 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 30

3376 30 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 30

3236 40 cm, without thread, with hole 40

3176 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 20

3346 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 40

Wiping brush, beige sythetic fibre Note

3087 29 cm, without thread, with hole 30

3097 29 cm, with german metal thread 30

3157 30 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 30

3377 30 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 30

3227 40 cm, without thread, with hole 40

3287 40 cm, with Quick solid plastic holder 20

3327 40 cm, with 4 holes, strong hold 40

Scrubbing brush, flat, PPN white Note

3106 20 cm, s-form, without beard 30

3496 20 cm, s-form, with beard 30

3096 21 cm, with round & pointed end, without beard 30

3296 21 cm, with round & pointed end, with beard 30

3086 17 cm, scrubbing brush, 8-form, without beard 30

Scrubbing brush, flat, beige synthetic 
fibre Note

3167 20 cm, s-form, without beard 30

3467 20 cm, s-form, with beard 30

3177 21 cm, with round & pointed end, without beard 30

3277 21 cm, with round & pointed end, with beard 30

Scrubbing brush, flat, Tampico fibre Note

3169 20 cm, s-form, without beard 30

3469 20 cm, s-form, with beard 30

3179 21 cm, with round & pointed end, with beard 30

3279 21 cm, with round & pointed end, with beard 30

Scrubbing brush, flat, Union-mix Note

3115 20 cm, s-form, without beard 30

3415 20 cm, s-form, with beard 30

3135 21 cm, with round & pointed end, without beard 30

3295 21 cm, with round & pointed end, with beard 30

3115

3415

3295

3135

3167

3467
3277

3106

3496

3096

3296

30863177

3097 3157
3287

3377
3327

3076

3166
3176

3169
3469

3179

3279

3376
3346

3236

3276 2208

3227

3087

Industrial Supplies
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Brush with handle, Union-mix Note

3015 27 cm, round, with beard 30

3005 27 cm, pointed, with beard 30

3255 43 cm, round, with beard, long handle 40

Brush with handle, Tampico fibre Note

3019 27 cm, round, with beard 30

3009 27 cm, pointed, with beard 30

3259 43 cm, round, with beard, long handle 40

Brush with handle, beige synthetic fibre Note

3017 27 cm, round, with beard 30

3007 27 cm, pointed, with beard 30

3257 43 cm, round, with beard, long handle 40

Brush with handle, PPN white Note

3006 27 cm, round, with beard 30

3136 27 cm, pointed, with beard 30

3256 43 cm, round, with beard 40

3156 27 cm, round, with beard, plastic body 70

Brush with handle, Natural hair Note

3002 27 cm, round, with beard 30

3012 27 cm, pointed, with beard 30

Can brush/dairy brush Note

3125 20 cm, with bard, union - mix, 25

3159 20 cm, with bard, tampico fibre 25

3046 20 cm,ppn white 25

3116 20 cm, plastic-body, nylon 50

3068 20 cm, arenga 25

Steelwire hand brushes, brooms,  
scrubbing brush Note

1256 hand brush 2 rows 20

1257 hand brush 3 rows 20

1258 hand brsuh 4 rows 20

1259 hand brush 5 rows 20

1260 hand brush 6 rows 20

1261 scrubbing brush, wooden block, 22 cm 12

1262 broom, 30 cm, wooden block 10

3015 3005 3255

3019 3009 3259

1256
1259

1260 1261 1262

1257
1258

3006 3136 3256 3156

3017 3007 3257

3002 3012

3125 3159 3046

3116 3068
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Bitumen brush, Tar scrubber, anchor 
brush, tampico fibre Note

3119 22 cm, flat, with 2 wing screws 20

3129 28 cm, flat, with 2 wing screws 20

3109 22 cm, saddle, with hole 23 mm Ø 20

3139 anchor scrubbing brush, 22 cm, hole 23 mm Ø 
black anchor

20

Mudguard brush Note

3025 43 cm, flat, Union-mix 30

3029 43 cm, flat, Tampico fibre 30

3529 50cm, curved body, Tampico fibre 24

Squeegees metal Note

2460 35 cm, double lipp 10

2470 45 cm, double lipp 10

2480 60 cm, double lipp 10

24701 45 cm, double lipp, with plastic thread 10

2471 45 cm, double lipp, with splash guard 10

2481 55 cm, double lipp, with splash guard 10

2461 75 cm, double lipp, with splash guard 10

Squeegees plastic body Note

4145 45 cm, white rubber, with thread 10

4155 55 cm, white rubber, with thread 10

3119

3129

3109

2460
2470

2480 4145
4155

2471

2481

2461

3139

3025 35293029

Squeegee wood Note

2450 45 cm,  double -lipp, black, hole 23 Ø 10

2490 40 cm, double-lipp, holder 10

2491 50 cm, double-lipp, holder 10

2492 60 cm, double-lipp, holder 10

2493 80 cm, double-lipp, holder 10

2495 45 cm, double-lipp, Quick-solid holder 10

2535 60 cm, double-lipp, Quick-solid holder 10

3390 40 cm, double-lipp, 4 holes, strong hold 10

3391 50 cm, double-lipp, 4 holes, strong hold 10

3392 60 cm, double-lipp, 4 holes, strong hold 10

2450

2490
2491
2492
2493

2495
2535

3390
3391
3392

24701

Industrial Supplies
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Broom handles, wood, unvarnished Note

2500 without thread, ca. 24 mm Ø 120 cm 25

2506 without thread, ca. 24 mm Ø 140 cm 25

2544 without thread, ca. 24 mm Ø 160 cm 25

2501 with metal thread, ca. 24 mm Ø 120 cm 25

2536 with metal thread, ca. 24 mm Ø 140 cm 25

2505 broom/ tool handles, ca. 28 mm Ø 140 cm 25

2540 broom/ tool handles,ca.  28 mm Ø 160 cm 25

2600 wood, ca. 24 mm Ø, quick change, 
secure hold, 

140 cm 25

2601 wood, ca. 24 mm Ø, quick change, 
secure hold, 

150 cm 25

2604 wood, ca. 28 mm Ø, quick change, 
secure hold, 

160 cm 25

Broom handles metal/aluminium Note

2504 metal, plastic coated, thread, 120 cm 25

2537 metal, plastic coated, thread, 140 cm, stable 25

4520 aluminium, thread, 140 cm, stable 10

2602 aluminium, quick change, secure hold, 130 cm 25

2603 aluminium, quick change, secure hold, 140 cm 25

Telescopic handles, metal Note

2507 up to 200 cm, stepless extendable, with thread 10

2547 up to 200 cm, stepless extendable, with cone 10

Rice straw brooms, garden broom Note

2516 4 - seam, wood handle 10

2517 hand broom, 3 - seam, short wood handle 10

2616 children broom, 3 - seam 10

2056 super garden broom, plasticbristle, metal handle 12

2516 2517 2616 2056

2500
2506
2544

2501
2536

2505
2540

2504
2537

2602
2603

4520

2600
2601
2604

2507

2547

House brooms, hand brushes 28 cm, 
varnished, hair mix Note

1020 28 cm, house broom, without thread 10

1010 28 cm, house broom, with metal thread 10

1110 28 cm, hand brush 30

House brooms, hand brushes 28 cm, 
varnished, natural hair Note

1031 28 cm, house broom, without thread 10

1021 28 cm, house broom, with metal thread 10

1121 28 cm, hand brush 30

1020 1010 1110

1031 1021 1121
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House brooms, hand brush, 28 cm, var-
nished, natural hair mix Note

1012 28 cm house broom, with metal thread 10

1112 28 cm, hand brush 30

House broom, hand brush, 28 cm, varni-
shed, horse hair Note

1023 28 cm, house broom, with metal thread 10

1123 28 cm, hand brush 30

House brooms, hand brushes, 28 cm, 
horse hair Note

1026 house broom, mahogany varnished,  
with metal thread

10

1126 hand brush, mahogany varnished 20

House broom, 28 cm, varnished, 4 holes Note

2311 house broom, hair - mix, strong hold 10

2331 house broom, natural hair, strong hold 10

House broom, hand brush, 28 cm, plastic 
body, assorted colours Note

6001 house broom, synthetic hair, with thread 10

6011 house broom, hair mix, with thread 10

6101 hand brush, synthetic hair 20

House brooms, hand brush, 28 cm, plas-
tic body natural hair, assorted colours Note

6024 house broom, with thread 10

6124 hand brush 20

1012 1112

1026 1126

2311 2331

6001 6011
6101

6024 6124

1023 1123

Dust pan, plastic, assorted colours Note

80001 dust pan, without lip, import 24

81001 dust pan, with lip, import 24

8000 dust pan, without lip, sturdy 20

8100 dust pan, with lip, sturdy 20

2401 dust pan, big, sturdy 20

80001 81001

8000 8100 2401
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9012Dustpan, metal Note

8001 dustpan, without lip, white 10

8002 dustpan, with lip, white 10

8003 dustpan, galvanized, wooden handle 10

8103 dustpan, black, wooden handle 10

8004 coal shovel,  narrow, wooden handle 10

Dustpan and brush,  plastic, assorted 
colours Note

6502 dustpan set, without lip, import 24

6503 dustpan set, with lip, import 24

65020 dustpan set, without lip,  sturdy 10

65030 dustpan set, with lip, sturdy 10

6312 dustpan set, big, with lip 10

6506 Long handled dustpan + brush, folding shovel 10

Synthetik rubber broom, hand brush Note

1725 29 cm, red, with telescopic handle red 10

1726 25 cm, hand brush, red 10

1727 dust pan set, hand brush + dustpan,  red 10

Dustpan set, metal Note

6500 dustpan metal, with hand brush, coco 10

Dish brushes, plastic, assorted colours Note

9002 round, natural hair mix 50

9006 round, pp bristles white 50

9302 elogated form,  natural hair mix 50

9306 elogated form,  pp bristles white 50

9402 diskett form, natural hair mix 50

9406 diskett form, pp bristles white 50

6502

65020 65030

6312

6506

6500

9002

1727

1726

1725

9306 9402 94069006 9302

6503

8001 8002 8003

8103 8004

Dish brushes, wood, round,  40 mm Ø Note

9012 natural hair 50

9902 natural hair mix 50

9905 ppn white 50

9907 beige synthetic fibre 50

9909 tampico fibre 50

Cup brushes, wood, long form Note

3182 natural hair 10

3189 tampico fibre 10

9902 9905 9907 9909

3182 3189
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Half - moon window washer, wood Note

3212 short handle, natural hair 20

3219 ahort handle, tampico fibre 20

3215 short handle, synthetik fibre 20

3217 short handle, coco 20

3222 with thread, natural hair 25

3225 thread. synthetik fibre 25

Pot brushes Note

6076 plastic body, PPN white, assorted colours 10

6075 wood, union mix 10

6079 wood, tampico fibre 10

All-purpose brushes, vegetable bushes Note

5108 plastiuc body, PPN white, assorted colours 20

5208 plastiuc body, PPN white, assorted colours 30

5209 wood, tampico fibre, with imprint 30

5205 wood, tampico fibre/natural union, with imprint 30

Round window washer, all purpose 
washer Note

3202 round wascher, short handle, natural hair 20

3209 round washer, short handle, tampico fibre 20

3261 plastic body,soft blue synthetik fibre 20

3265 wood, with Quick solid holder, synthetic fibre 20

3212 3217

3222 3225

3219 3215

6076 6075 6079 3202 3209

5108 5208

5209 5205

3261 3265

Wash brush and handles for cars and 
windows Note

70011 wash brush, 260 x 80 mm, 2 K, PBT 0,30 neon 
green, slotted, water flow, edge protection, body 
grey, thread

6

71011 stalk brush / wheel rim brush, 260 x 80 mm. 2 
K, PBT 0,30 neon green, slotted, edge protec-
tion, non-slip handle, grey

6

72111 stalk brush / wheel rim brush, 405 x 60 mm.  
2 K, PBT 0,30 neon green, slotted, edge pro- 
tection, non-slip long handle, grey

6

74011 aluminium handle, 1500 x 32 mm, ergonomic, 
grey, thread

6

73011 aluminium telescopic handle, 1000 / 1800 x 32 
mm, ergonomic, water flow, hose conection,  
grey, thread

6

70011

71011

72011

74011

73011

i
Water flow

Water flows from all  
bundles of bristles.

HouseHold
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Window cleaner Note

2510 plastic, 21 cm,  sponge, assorted colours 24

2519 plastic / metal, 30 cm, assorted colours 25

2509 plastic / metal, 35 cm, assorted colours 25

Wish mop Note

2529 wishmop-set, 4 parts, wishmop, handle,  
wringer, bucket

24

2526 wishmop, synthetic, yellow (stripes),  
with metal handle

24

2527 wishmop, only the mop head, synthetic yellow 
(stripes)

24

Dusters Note

2533 synthetic, 60 cm 10

2543 synthetik 90 cm, telescopic handle to ca. 125 cm 10

2531 lambswool, 60 cm 10

2532 lambswool 90 cm, telescopic handle,  
extendable to ca. 105 cm 

10

27070 LA-MA, lamswool, 100 cm, telescopic handle, 
extendable to ca. 150 cm

10

Cobweb duster, cabinet broom Note

2514 cobweb duster, oval, blue + silver, telescopic 
handle to 150 cm

12

2530 cobweb duster, round head, blue + 
silver,telescopic handle, to 150 cm

12

3231 cabinet broom, natural hair mix, wooden  
handle, 110 cm long

10

Shoe brushes Note

1323 application brush, wood, black bristle mix 10

13231 application brush, wood, bright bristle mix 10

1321 polishing brush, wood, black bristle mix 10

13211 polishing brush, wood, bright bristle mix 10

1322 polishing brush, wood, medium size, black 
bristle mix

10

13221 polishing brush, wood, medium size, bright 
bristle mix

10

1329 dirt brush, wood, synthetic fibre 10

2510 2519 2509

2514

2530

3231

2529

2526

2527

2533 2543 2531 2532 27070

1323

1321

13221 1329

13211
1322

13231

Cloth brushes Note

1336 wood, ca. 175 mm. varnished, synthetic fibre, 10

1332 wood, ca. 175 mm. varnished, bristle mix, 10

1336 1332
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7520 7521 7530 7531

Household buckets Note

7520 5 l, plastic, with metal handle, blue 10

7521 5 l, plastic, with metal handle, red 10

7530 10 l, plastic, with metal handle blue 10

7531 10 l, plastic, with metal handle red 10

Bottle brushes Note

1400 bottle brush, natural bristel mix, 1/2 l 10

1401 bottle brush, natural bristel mix, 3/4 l 10

1402 bottle brush, natural bristel mix, 1 l 10

1403 children bottle brush, spout brush,  
natural bristle mix

10

1417 spout brush, twisted, conical, nylon 10

1418 spout brush, twisted, conical,  
natural bristle mix

10

1404 vacuum flask brush, foam 10

Tube brush Note

1409 10 mm Ø, natural bristle mix 10

1407 15 mm Ø, natural bristle mix 10

1411 10 mm Ø, natural bristle mix with wool tip 10

Sponges Note

1384 universal sponge, PU foam, square 10

50060 scouring pad, with scouring fleece,15x9x4,5cm, 
yellow-green

10

50062 scouring pad, with scouring fleece,15x9x4,5cm, 
blue-white

10

50063 scouring pad, with scouring fleece,15x9x4,5cm, 
red-white

10

1400 1401 1402 1403 1417 1418 1404

1409

1384 50060 50062 50063

1407 1411

Radiator brush Note

1405 natural bistle mix, u - form 10

1406 natural bistle mix,  L - form 10

1427 radiator cleaner, foam, with handle, assorted 
colours

10

1516 long radiator cleaner, 120 cm, synthetic bristle, 
120 cm 

10

1405 1406

1427

1516

Stainless steel spiral balls Note

1388 ca. 40 gram, big 10

1388

Door mats Note

1592 coconut twisted in wire mat, ca. 39 x 59 cm 10

1599 coconut velour mat, ca. 39 x 59 cm 10

1598 coconut velour mat,  size as you want, 24 mm 
thick,bottom rubber 

1

1592 1599 1598

HouseHold
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Floor cloth Note

8073- microfibre cloth, 40 x 40 cm, stretch blue -2,  
red -3, yellow -4, green -5

10

1578 dish and wiping clothes, fleece 10

1580 dish and wiping clothes, waafel  shape 10

1583 fleece scrub,  50 x 60 cm 10

1586 fleece scrub,  60 x 70 cm 10

1585 honeycomb cloth, 50 x 60 cm 10

1573 dusting cloth, striped, cotton, 35 x 35 cm 10

1574 dusting cloth, striped, cotton, 40 x 40 cm 10

Dust control mat, anthracite Note

1602 40 x 60 cm 10

1603 60 x 90 cm 10

1604 90 x 120 cm 10

1605 90 x 150 cm 6

1606 120 x 180 cm 1

Magnetic mop holder, mops and handles Note

1477 magnetic mop holder, 40 cm, blue 10

1475 magnetic mop holder, 50 cm, blue 10

1480 cotton mop, 40 cm, for magnetic holder,  
color coding 

10

1481 cotton mop, 50 cm, for magnetic holder,  
color coding 

10

1482 microfiber mop, 40 cm, for magnetic holder, 
color coding

10

1485 microfiber mop, 50 cm, for magnetic holder, 
color coding

10

1478 aluminium handle, 140 cm, for magnetic holder, 
transverse hole

10

8073 1578 1580

1602
1603

1604
1605

1606

1583

1573 1574 1585

1586

WC-brushes Note

3300 white plasticbody, white ppn bristles, ca 78 mm 
Ø

50

33000 white plasticbody, white ppn bristles, wear zone 50

3305 white plasticbody, black ppn bristles 50

33006 black plasticbody, black ppn bristles 50

3330 toilet brush with edge cleaner, wear zone 40

3341 urinal brush, white ppn bristles, ca. 60 mm Ø 50

3300 3330

1477 1475

1478

1480
1481

1482
1485

334133000 3305 33006
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1438

WC-toilet sets Note

3301 wc pot, round,  white, head brush, not sealed 30

3302 wc pot, round,  white, head brush, blister pack 10

33026 wc pot, black,  head brush black, blister pack 10

33021 wc pot, assorted colors, white head brush, 
blister pack

10

3304 wc holder, stand, white, head brush, not shrinked 10

3309 wc holder, stand, white, head brush, shrinked 10

33091 wc holder, stand, assorted colors, white head 
brush, shrinked

10

3310 wc holder, stand, white, head brush with edge 
cleaner, shrinked

10

33101 wc holder, stand, assorted colors, brush with 
edge cleaner,shrinked

10

3311 wc holder, pear shape, white, head brush, 
shrinked

10

33111 wc holder, pear shape, assorted colours, head 
brush, shrinked

10

3319 wc holder, white, head brush, wall mounting 10

3350 wc- replacement pot, white, 30

Nail-brushes Note

1436 wood, double sided white ppn bristles 10

1446 wood, varnished, double sided white ppn bristle 10

1439 wood, double sided tampico fibre 10

1438 wood, double sided natur bristles 10

1436 1446 1439

Nail-brushes plastic body,  
assdorted colors Note

1456 double sided, white ppn 10

1526 double sided, extra wide,white nylon 10

1476 one-sided, with holder, ppn bristles 10

1456 1526 1476

3301

3311 33111 3319 3350

3309 33091 3310 33101

3302 3302133026 3304

Toothbrush mug Note

8800 plastic, white 100

8800

1490

Drain plunger Note

1503 TPE, wooden handle, 14 cm Ø 14

1503

Sanitary Ware

Shaving brush Note

1490 natural bristle mix 12

1440

Craftsman nail brush Note

1440 one sided, nylon short/strong, with imprint 10
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Round brush Note

1202 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 2 12

1204 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 4 12

1206 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 6 12

1208 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 8 12

1210 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 10 12

1212 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 12 12

1214 industrial round brush, bristle mix, no. 14 12

1222 industrial round brush, double binding, black 
bristle mix no. 2

12

1224 industrial round brush, double binding, black 
bristle mix no. 4

12

1226 industrial round brush, double binding, black 
bristle mix no. 6

12

1228 industrial round brush, double binding, black 
bristle mix no. 8

12

1230 industrial round brush, double binding, black 
bristle mix no. 10

12

Flat brush Note

1250 flat brush, bright bristle mix, 1" 12

1251 flat brush, bright bristle mix, 1,5" 12

1252 flat brush, bright bristle mix, 2" 12

1253 flat brush, bright bristle mix, 2,5" 12

1242 flat brush, black bristle mix 1 " 12

1243 flat brush, black bristle mix 1,5 " 12

1244 flat brush, black bristle mix 2 " 12

1245 flat brush, black bristle mix 2,5 " 12

1246 flat brush, black bristle mix 3 " 12

Radiator brush Note

1231 radiator brush, bright bristle mix, 1 " 12

1232 radiator brush, bright bristle mix, 1,5 " 12

1233 radiator brush, bright bristle mix, 2 " 12

1234 radiator brush, bright bristle mix, 2,5 " 12

1235 radiator brush, bright bristle mix, 3 " 12

1431 radiator brush, gray bristle mix, 1 " 12

1432 radiator brush, gray bristle mix, 1,5 " 12

1433 radiator brush, gray bristle mix, 2 " 12

1434 radiator brush, gray bristle mix, 2,5 " 12

1435 radiator brush, gray bristle mix, 3 " 12

1631 metal-free, bright bristle mix, 1" 12

1632 metal-free, bright bristle mix, 1,5" 12

1633 metal-free, bright bristle mix, 2" 12

1634 metal-free, bright bristle mix, 2,5" 12

1202 1204 1210 1212 1214

1222 1224 12281226 1230

1231 1232 1233
1234

1431

1431

1432

1432

1434

1434

14351433

1433

1235

1206 1208

1250 1251 1252 1253

1242 1243 1244 1245 1246

Enamel paint brush Note

1661 enamel paint brush, bright bristle mix, no 10/0 12

1662 enamel paint brush, bright bristle mix, no 12/1 12

1663 enamel paint brush, bright bristle mix, no 14/2 12

1664 enamel paint brush, bright bristle mix, no 16/3 12

1665 enamel paint brush, bright bristle mix, no. 18/4 12

1666 enamal paint brush, bright bristle mix, no. 20/5 12

1661 1664 1665 16661662 1663
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Brush set Note

7206 6 pieces set in a poly bag 10

7210 10 pieces set  in a poly bag 10

Scraper Note

1040 steel blade, 4 cm 12

1041 steel blade, 5 cm 12

1042 steel blade, 6 cm 12

1043 steel blade, 8 cm 12

1044 steel blade, 10 cm 12

Block brush Note

1307 3 x 10 cm, plastic body, bright bristle mix 12

1308 3 x 12 cm, plastic body, bright bristle mix 12

Ceiling brush Note

1274 wood, synthetik bristles, with handle, size 1 12

1277 wood, yellow synthetik bristles, with handle, size 1 12

1279 wood, tampico fibre, with handle, size 1 12

1294 plastic body, synthetic bristles, with handle, size 2 12

Wallpaper brush Note

1255 wood, black synthetic bristles 12

Synthetic dusting brush Note

1271 wood, bright synthetic bristles 50

7206
7210

1307

1274 1277 1279 1294

1255

1271

1308

1040 1041 10441042 1043

Paint roller set Note

1300 paint roller with paint grid, 18 cm, vestan 10

1301 paint roller with paint grid, 24 cm, vestan 10

1300 1301
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Paint roller Note

1392 paint roller 18 cm, vestan yellow, with holder 10

1393 paint roller 25 cm, vestan yellow, with holder 10

1395 paint roller, 18 cm, vestan, yellow, without holder 10

1396 paint roller, 25 cm, vestan, yellow, without holder 10

1340 paint grid, plastic, ca. 26 x 28 cm 10

7525 paint tray, plastic, ca. 26 x 32 cm 10

Small scooters Note

1302 radiator roller, 11 cm, polyester, 
 with holder 39 cm

10

1304 paint roller, 11 cm, polyester, with holder 29 cm 10

1327 small scooter, 4 cm, foam, with holder 19 cm 10

1303 spare roll, polyester, 11 cm 10

1306 spare roll, polyurethane foam, 11 cm 10

1326 spare roll, polyurethane foam, 4 cm 10

1390 roller handle, metal, 39 cm 10

1345 paint tray, plastic, ca. 15 x 32 cm 10

Painter accessories Note

1691 universal dust sheet, HDPE, 5 x 4 m 50

1386 snap off knife, metal blade guide, 9 mm blade 24

1387 snap off knife, metal blade guide,18 mm blade 24

1302 1304 1327

1303 1306 1326

1390
1345

1392

1340
7525

1393
1395

1396

1691 1386 1387

Painter roller and brush are best cleaned with water with the addi-
tion of some vinegar or spirit. After cleaning, the painter rollers or 
brush should kept as hanging as possible.

During a break from work, we recommend the painter rollers and 
brushes in a plastic bag or wrap in some cover sheet. This prevents 
the drying or drying of the painting tools.

i



27Additional and Seasonal items

Equipment mount Note

2651 equipment seemed, aluminium, 50 cm 1

2653 equipment seemed, aluminium, 100 cm 1

2650 holder for seemed 1

Garden Note

6600 roof gutter carterpillar, 12 cm Ø, 120 cm long
no dirt and leaves in the roof gutter

28

Winter broom Note

1000 wood, blue solid synthetic bristle with metal 
holder and screw fixed scraping

8

Equipment Note

1389 broom comb, wood 10

2408 Quick-fast-holder, plastic, black, individually 20

2508 metal holder, for screw on, 24 mm Ø, long hole 20

25081 metal holder, for screw on, 28 mm Ø, round hole 20

2518 metal holder, for bitumen brush, 24 mm Ø,  
ends open

20

2521 metal thread, german type with edge 20

Weed brush Note

6952 wood, black metal bristles, with  broom handle 
140 cm, 24 mm Ø

30

6950 wood, black metal bristles, with broom handle 
140 cm, 28 mm Ø

30

6951 repclacement brush, black metal bristles 30

6972 wood, brassed metal  bristles, with broom 
handle, 140 cm, 24 mm Ø

30

6970 wood, brassed metal bristles, with broom  
handle, 140 cm, 28 mm Ø

30

6971 repclacement brush, brassed metal bristles 30

7950 wood, black metal bristles, scratch,  
handle 140 cm, 28 mm Ø

30

7970 wood, brassed metal bristles, scratch,  
handle 140 cm, 28 mm Ø

30

1389

2651

2653

2650

6600

1000

2408 250825081 2518 2521

6952 6950 6951

6972 6970 6971

7950
7970
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Arenga 

Coarse, black very resistant plant fiber of the asiatic sugar palm. The 
fiber is wet-strength, oil-resistant and characterized by its long ser-
vice life.Arenga is used in industrial and room brooms for rough floors 
in halls, workshops, stone covering indoors and outdoors.

Bristle 

Light or black animal natural product of european or chinese domestic 
pig. Bristle is boil-proof and has the property of fat on and off again. 
Bristles is used in bath, massage, nail, bottle and shoe brushes, as 
well as paint brushes.

Elaston (Eralon)  

Red artificial bristle “polyvinyl chloride”. Relatively dimensionally 
stable and temperature resistant up to approx . 60 °C. The hardness of 
this bristle depends on the diameter. Elaston is used in hall and street 
brooms for the entire outdoor area.

Arenga-Elaston-Mix 

Natural plastic blend of arenga and elaston. Through this Fiber Mix 
perfectly matches two honor characteristics. These brooms remove 
coarse and fine dirt at the same time. The Arenga-Elaston mixture is 
used in room brooms for the entire outdoor area.

Hair-Mix   

Mixture of fine synthetic hair mixed with other synthetic fibers, some-
times with horsehair (depending on customer requirements). The hair 
mixture is used in inexpensive room and room brooms, as well as in 
hand brush. These brooms are suitable for indoor use.

Bahia 

Dark brown, coarse and elastic plant fiber of the Brazilian palm “At-
talea funifere“. This palm grows mainly on the moist and sandy soils of 
the Brazilian state of Bahia. Hence the name of this fiber. Bahia is used 
in street brooms for the exterior and construction sector.

Coco 

Light brown plant fibre. Coco comes from the fruit of the coconut palm 
“Cocos nucifera” and is extracted from the outer shell of the coconut. 
The coconut palms are predominantly native to Sri Lanka and India.
Cocos is used in industrial and room brooms, as well as hand brush for 
coarse and dry dirt indoors and outdoors.

Bahia-Elaston-Mix 

Natural - plastic blend of Bahia and Elaston. This fiber mix enhances 
and supports the bowing qualities of the Bahia. The Bahia-Elaston 
mixture is used in street brooms. These brooms are ideal for coarse 
dirt outdoors.
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Union 

Fiber mix of bassine and tampico fiber or synthetic fiber. Very hard 
and coarse bristle for heavy soiling. Union is used in scrubbers, 
wipers, washing and scrubbing brushes for heavy soiling in the wet, 
indoor and outdoor.

Piassava 

Brown, coarse leaf stem fiber of the West African Rahia Palm.  
Piassava is used in street brooms for heavy soiling throughout the 
outdoor area.

Synthetic Fiber (Myprenfibre)

Yellow synthetic fiber. Relatively dimensionally stable and tempera-
ture-resistant up to approx. 80 °C. synthetic fiber is used as an inex-
pensive alternative to Mexico Fiber in scrubbers, wipers, scrubbing 
and dishwashing brushes for indoor and outdoor use.

Polypropylene (PPN)  

Mostly a white flexible synthetic fiber that is abrasion resistant, 
waterproof and temperature resistant up to 90 °C. PPN is used as an 
inexpensive alternative to nylon in scrubbers, wipers, scrubbing and 
dishwashing brushes for indoor and outdoor use.

Tampico fiber 

Tampico fiber is obtained from the leaf triggers of the agave plant 
Agava lechuguilla, which grow on the Mexican plateau. These fibers 
are robust, heat-, acid- and alkali-resistant, and also skin-friendly. 
Tampico fiber is used in scrubbers, wipers, scouring and dishwash-
ing brushes as well as body care brushes.Also can use it in Bitumen 
brushes.

Polyester (PBT)   

Very high quality synthetic fiber “polybutylene terephthalate“, a maxi-
mum abrasion resistant, UV resistant and food grade synthetic fiber. It 
is temperature resistant to approx. 134 °C and can be sterilized at high 
temperatures. This synthetic fiber absorbs very little water. Polyester 
is used in hygienic brooms and brushes for the food and food industry 
as well as in hospitals

Nylon 

High quality white synthetic fiber, “Nylon 6.6.“ Nylon is very abrasion 
resistant, resistant and temperature resistant up to 120 °C. Nylon is 
used in quality brushes for all wet areas.

Ossi-Blitz-mixture 

Natural poly blend of arenga and white polypropylene. By this fiber 
mix two sweeping properties are combined into one. These brooms 
remove coarse and fine dirt at the same time. The Ossi-Blitz-Mixture 
is the environmentally friendly alternative to the Arenga-Elaston mix-
ture. We use the Ossi-Blitz-mixture in room brooms for the outdoor 
and garden area.

Horse Hair 

Black, fine natural hair from the tail and mane of the horse. Horse-
hair is very elastic and slightly dust-binding. It comes mostly from 
South America today. Horsehair is used in living room, room brooms, 
dishwashing brushes and hand brushes for fine dirt on smooth floors. 
These brooms are ideal for indoor use.
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Prices
Prices and deliveries are subject to change. Price 
changes due to cost increases are reserved. The 
net prices stated in this list are subject to the 
statutory value added tax. All previous prizes will 
override this list.

Delivery and packaging
The delivery is ex works. Acceptance only in 
complete packaging units (VE). Special packaging 
and other services are to be agreed separately at 
an additional cost.
Articles with a total length of more than 1.70 m are 
considered bulky items. These items are subject 
to increased shipping costs. The costs for this are 
to be borne by the buyer, irrespective of the agreed 
delivery condition / free house border.

Sample shipments take place against calculation 
plus postage and currently valid VAT.

If  the customer  is not at home, when the goods 
arrived, the second delivery is associated with 
additional costs, which we must charge.

Payment
For export transactions, special terms of payment 
apply.

If the buyer is in default of payment of an invoice, 
then all its liabilities are due immediately. The 
same applies to non-redemption of bills of 
exchange or checks. Payments. Bankruptcy and 
search for a settlement by the buyer.

For further outstanding deliveries to the buyer, 
we are only obligated against advance payment or 
security deposit from this point in time. In addition, 
we are entitled to withdraw from the transaction 
after a reasonable grace period or to claim dama-
ges for non-performance.
Payments are credited to the oldest claim. If the 
above payment period is exceeded, default interest 
of 1% may be charged for each started month.

Retention of title
Delivery is subject to retention of title acc. § 455 
BGB with the following extensions.

The goods remain our property until full payment 
of all our claims against the buyer. For check and 
bill of exchange, the final redemption of the means 
of payment is considered the payment.

The retention of title also applies if the invoices 
of the seller are put into current account and the 
balance is drawn and recognized.

The following conditions apply to all deliveries, unless otherwise 
agreed. Conflicting conditions of purchase of the buyer require our 
express written permission. Oral agreements, statements and 
assurances require our written confirmation.

The retention of title is conditioned on the fact that 
with the payment of all claims of the seller the 
property passes to the buyer.

The buyer may only dispose of the goods in the 
ordinary course of business, but neither pledge 
them nor assign them for security.

The goods are to be stored separately and marked 
at the request of the supplier for justified cause.
Resale is allowed within the normal course of 
normal business if the buyer has complied with his 
payment obligation to the seller.
The buyer assigns now already from the resale of 
the commodity against the acquirer resulting, full 
purchase price demand to the salesman.

Delivery times
Delivery obligations and delivery periods are 
suspended as long as the buyer is in arrears with 
a liability. Claims for damages of the seller (for 
example loss of profit) are not affected by this.
In the event,  that doubts arise about the sol-
vency of the buyer, we reserve the right to make 
further fulfillment of collateral dependent.
Delivery times promised by us are legally 
binding.

Partial deliveries are permitted and are consid-
ered as independent delivery.
Claims for damages due to delayed delivery are 
excluded.

Force majeure, breakdowns, workers, energy or 
raw material shortage, procurement difficulties 
in production materials and spare parts for 
machinery, strikes, lockouts, traffic disruptions 
and orders from high hand exempt us from 
the obligation to deliver for the duration of the 
disruption and to the extent of their effect. They 
also entitle us to withdraw from the contract in 
whole or in part.

Defects and warranty claims
The buyer must immediately note any complaints 
of quantity and quality on the receipt / delivery 
documents of the forwarding agent or the parcel 
undertaking and raise them at the latest within 
eight days after receipt of the goods by written 
notice to us. Our liability will be canceled if 
the defect is not reported in good time or if the 
goods are intervened on our own initiative. In 
the case of a justified complaint, we have the 
right, at our discretion, to either take back the 
goods under credit for the amount invoiced or to 
provide replacement within a reasonable time 
free of charge or to credit the purchaser with the 
inferior value of the goods.

Further claims arising from liability for defects 
or claims for damages for any reason are 
excluded.

Place of performance and place of jurisdiction 
Place of performance and exclusive place of 
jurisdiction for delivery and payment as well as 
all legal disputes is Aurich.
It also applies to deliveries to customers abroad 
- the law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Rice straw brooms
Especially these brooms must be scrupulously 
checked at the reception. We send these brooms 
in perfect condition. Mice and other damage in 
their warehouse do not entitle to exchange or 
replacement. Returns are not accepted by us. 
Deductions of the price are not recognized by us.

Stalks
Will be delivered by us in perfect condition. If 
they have warped in your warehouse due to 
weather conditions or improper storage, we 
cannot take them back. An exchange or discount 
is therefore excluded.

Others
All dimensions given in the catalog are approx-
imate. Deviations and changes in dimensions 
and  materials as well as color deviations are 
reserved voir.
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AndreasBürsten GmbH

Tel:  +49 (0) 49 41 34 76 
Fax: +49 (0) 49 41 64 541

Am Kirchdorfer Moor 12
D-26605 Aurich

info@buersten.de  
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